Host Tim says:
<<<Resume mission, episode 17>>>

Host CO_OMallory says:
$::on B'lha Bridge::

CMO_Turok says:
::In sickbay, pacing::

FCO_Adams says:
::on Gryphon bridge checking the navigational scans of the area::

OPS_Shania says:
::at her station on the bridge::

TO_Sachs says:
$::On the B'lha bridge with the Captain::

CTO_Hunter says:
::on the bridge of the Gryphon::

CIV_Adrel says:
$::on deck 7, checking the device and thinking::

EO_On says:
::at ME of the Gryphon running some diagnostics of the Gray Mode::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$TO: All explosives set to go?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::on bridge, anxious::

TO_Sachs says:
$TO: Yes sir.

OPS_Shania says:
::checks the lock on the AT::

CTO_Hunter says:
:::Secures his station and head over to the OPS station::

TO_Sachs says:
$CO: is everything else ready sir?

Host CO_OMallory says:
$TO: Still waiting word from CEO on status of device.

CIV_Adrel says:
$::looks at the PADD the CEO gave her and inserts the codes::

CTO_Hunter says:
::walks up behind Shania::

TO_Sachs says:
$CO: Any word on how long he's going to be?

OPS_Shania says:
::sees that the lock is stable::

FCO_Adams says:
::sees Hunter behind Shania and looks the other way::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$TO: I don't know...

CTO_Hunter says:
::leans over Shania’s shoulder:: OPS: Still got a good lock on the AT?

CIV_Adrel says:
$::waits to see if the device accepts the codes::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: Is everything alright?

CMO_Turok says:
::Goes to his office and begins researching information.::

OPS_Shania says:
::jumps:: CTO: Yep...

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles at Mackie:: CSO: Of course Lieutenant.

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: good.  Make sure the lock on the captain is never lost.

Host Tim says:
$ACTION: BREEN DEVICE ACCEPTS THE CODES

Host CO_OMallory says:
$*CIV* Progress on device implementation?

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: I just want it to finish once at all.

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Sure.

TO_Sachs says:
$::Goes over the placement of the explosives, double checking they were all set up::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: No worries Lieutenant.


CTO_Hunter says:
::returns to the tactical station::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans the area and checks the Jem’hadar ships’ ETA once again::

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets out of his quarters::

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* Well.... sir, we cannot exactly do what was planned. There is an underlying program. It requires that all new created wormholes be linked with the original opening.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Anything on your sensors that I need to know about Mr. MacLeod?

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets toward the CMO's office::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$*CIV* What can we accomplish then?

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* I tried to reenter the codes but I think it is the reason why they aren't accepted.

CTO_Hunter says:
::gets a report from security on deck 7 that the XO is heading to sickbay...and details a few extra security officers to that deck...just in case::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Negative... ::sees the Je’hadar ETA is 50 hours::  There is nothing to worry about... yet.

OPS_Shania says:
::runs a diagnostics on the power distribution::

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* The CEO reprogrammed codes.... We will need to open a new wormhole that will be linked with the original sir.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Acknowledged.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets into sickbay and knocks on CMO's door::

CMO_Turok says:
::Looks up and sees several sickbay staff moving quickly away from his windows.::  XO: Enter!

CTO_Hunter says:
::begins reviewing Phase II of Operation Restore History::

CMO_Turok says:
::Shuts off his computer screen::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::recalibrates LRS and enables tachyon search::

OPS_Shania says:
::gets the first results and checks them::

XO_Taylor says:
::Enters:: CMO: Lieutenant, I came here to talk to you. Although I don't excuse your behavior in the altercation between you and myself, my own behavior was not at its best, I have said some things that I am not proud of and that I did not mean.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Debates rushing down to sickbay but decides to just keep a "Heavy concentration" of personal on deck 7::

TO_Sachs says:
$::Sends a report to the CTO, telling him that the explosives were done being placed::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Anything on NAV sensors?

CMO_Turok says:
::Looks at the XO, not blinking::

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Get me the Captain, a secure channel please.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::realizes he needs extra power to run a tachyon search::

FCO_Adams says:
::monitors their course and speed and corrects for any deviance:: CSO: All clear at this time sir. Making slight course adjustments for any variances.

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Aye aye. ::opens an encrypted channel:: CTO: Channel open and save.

XO_Taylor says:
::Looks at the CMO in the eyes:: CMO: I am here today to apologize for my calling you a "coward" or anything that revolved around that.

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* Sir? You want to go to the original opening right?

CSO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Lieutenant, can you enhance sensors power about... 5.75%?  I need it to run a tachyon search in the area.

EO_On says:
::while he still checks the reports of the Gray Mode, he tell the second officer of ME to be beware of an overload of the systems::

CTO_Hunter says:
COM: B’lha: Captain, I just want to let you know that CMO and XO are currently in the same location.  I have security personal on the deck, a short distance away.

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: I will as soon as the diagnostics is through.

CIV_Adrel says:
$::sees that the Breen device accepted the new codes that the CEO gave::

OPS_Shania says:
::hears a beep and sees that diagnostics is done, works on enhancing sensors::

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Think we can secure some problems from the B'lha and rig them with the B'lha anti-matter?

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Understood...  let's hope we keep it this way. ::sighs::  I'd like to hear anything from the AT...

Host CO_OMallory says:
$*CIV* Yes, the original one.

CMO_Turok says:
XO: ::Nods.::  I admire you for having the courage to come here alone and say this.  However, there is an important part of your apology which is lacking.  I would like to speak to you of this again, however.  When this is over perhaps.

CSO_MacLeod says:
OPS: Thank you. ::smiles::  Just let me know.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: CTO: Have them in the area, but give them a chance to talk things out.

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* It shouldn't be a problem sir. Especially, since the device just accepted the new codes.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: I wish they would get back here too.

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: Working on it...

Host CO_OMallory says:
$*CIV* Keep me updated.

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* Aye sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
COM: B'lha: Acknowledge sir, that was my plan.  I simply wanted you to know.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: CTO: Hopefully...things will be quieter.

OPS_Shania says:
::reroutes power from secondary system to enhance sensors:: CSO: Sensors are at your disposal now.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Of course.  That would be easy to do.

XO_Taylor says:
::Nods:: CMO: Alright, we shall talk of this again. I don't know what the apology lacks but we will see, I suppose.

CIV_Adrel says:
$::looks at the PADD and checks what they had planned for the next step:: Self: We need to make it work...

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks and runs the tachyon search::  OPS:  Thanks Lieutenant.

CMO_Turok says:
XO: Yes...we shall.  I believe the time draws near; you should be on the bridge.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Why do you ask?

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: No problem.

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Good.  Coordinate with OPS. I want at least four such devices.  Work with Mr. On and Ensign Sach to rig four such devices.  All set to target areas on the B'lha to blow her up.

TO_Sachs says:
$CO: Is everything ok sir?

XO_Taylor says:
::Nods:: CMO: Yes, but this was more important.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$TO: So far...I just hope all this works out the way it should.

CIV_Adrel says:
$::looks up at the device and sees that it begin running::

FCO_Adams says:
::shuffles her feet under the console and sighs::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  No problem.  I'll have the probes in cargo bay to get them ready and let you know. ::stands::

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* Sir! The device is running.......... Time to opening........ ::looks at the panel and tries to understand it::

CTO_Hunter says:
CSO: Good.

CMO_Turok says:
XO: No, it is not.  But, in time, perhaps you and all the crew will learn these things.  I will try to teach you.  Now, command your ship.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$*CIV* Understood. Standby to enter wormhole.

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* I think the codes trigged the device to activate.... it will open in 3 minutes.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*EO* Mr. On, I need your help.  Can you send a team to the B'lha in order to get four probes and transport them to cargo bay 4? ::walks towards the TL::

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS:I want you to assist the CSO.

CMO_Turok says:
XO: And Commander....Q'Pla!  For all our people.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: XO: Device is running, we have 3 minutes to prepare for opening.

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: Aye sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$TO: Show time.

CIV_Adrel says:
$::keeps a close eye on the device::

EO_On says:
*CSO* I will send the Alpha Team right with you with the probes to cargo bay 4.

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: Anything I can help you with?

CIV_Adrel says:
$Omicron: Report anything special with the plasma flow. The device is running and the wormhole will open in less than 3 minutes.

XO_Taylor says:
::Nods and smiles:: CMO: We will talk of this once we are victorious.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: OPS: Beam rest of teams off B'lha except for myself.

FCO_Adams says:
::decides since she has the time, to run a diagnostic of the aft array::

TO_Sachs says:
$CO: Very much so…

CTO_Hunter says:
::watches as Shania walks towards the TL...then gets his mind back to work::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$::prepares timer for explosives::

TO_Sachs says:
$CO: No sir, you can’t.

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: I’ll take care of the Captain’s order.

OPS_Shania says:
COM: CO: Yes sir.

FCO_Adams says:
::thinks better of that and delays the work::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL:: *OPS* I need you to verify the B'lha layout and choose the best spots to hit with the probes.  I'll be in cargo bay 4, setting up the probes.

CTO_Hunter says:
COM: B'Lha: Aye sir commencing beaming of All personal except your self and Ensign Sachs.

EO_On says:
Leader of Alpha Team: Go to Cargo bay 4 and carry out CSO’s orders. I will transport 4 probes there.

TO_Sachs says:
$COM: OPS: Leave me here too.

CTO_Hunter says:
::begins beaming the Gryphon personal back with the exception of the Captain and Ensign Sachs::

TO_Sachs says:
$CO: You forget, you stay, I stay.


CMO_Turok says:
::Switches the computer back on and continues his work::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$TO: Stubborn, aren’t ya? :;smiles a bit::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: I can do it since the CSO doesn't seem to need me right now.

TO_Sachs says:
$CO: Very much so.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*EO* Understood.  I need it as soon as possible.  I'm on my way to cargo bay 4 and hope to find them ready.

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Very well.  But do not beam Ensign Sachs Back until you beam the captain back.

XO_Taylor says:
::As he leaves sickbay, he tells the extra security to get back to their original post since he and the lieutenant were done fighting::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: OPS: Be ready to beam us off at the last moment.

OPS_Shania says:
COM: CO: Yes sir.

CIV_Adrel says:
$*CO* Wormhole opening NOW!

TO_Sachs says:
$CO: Ready?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::arrives at cargo bay 4::

Host Tim says:
$ACTION: ALL GRYPHON CREW EXCEPT THE CO BEAM TO THE GRYPHON

EO_On says:
*CSO* The Alpha Team of ME in on their way with the four probes that are transported to Cargo bay 4.

FCO_Adams says:
::checks the power levels to the warp and impulse systems::

CIV_Adrel says:
::materializes in TR::

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets on the bridge::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: OPS: Standby to beam me off....

CSO_MacLeod says:
::steps into cargo and sees Alpha team and the probes:: *EO* Thank you Mr. On.  They have arrived.  I'll need you in here, please report to cargo bay 4.

CIV_Adrel says:
::exits TR and runs to the bridge::

TO_Sachs says:
Self: Damit...*CTO* Sir, what happened , why am I back?

CTO_Hunter says:
*TO* No idea.

CMO_Turok says:
::Punches in the bridge screen feed to a monitor in sickbay.  The staff gathers around::

CTO_Hunter says:
OPS: Did you beam Sachs Back?

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Report.

EO_On says:
*CSO* On my way. ::sees Valerie Kint a tell to take command of ME::

OPS_Shania says:
::brings up layout of the B'Lha and looks for spots to hit the ship with the probes::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: CTO: Time to Gryphon enters wormhole?

TO_Sachs says:
::Heads for the bridge::

OPS_Shania says:
CTO: No, you said I shouldn't.

CTO_Hunter says:
XO: All personal expect the Captain have beamed back.

EO_On says:
::leaves ME to CB4::

XO_Taylor says:
CTO: Thank you.

CTO_Hunter says:
Computer: WHO Beamed Ensign Sachs Back?

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: ETA to wormhole?

CIV_Adrel says:
::exits the TR and steps on the bridge::

TO_Sachs says:
::Runs to the TL and enters:: Computer: bridge..

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: XO: As soon as the Gryphon begins entering the wormhole, I will detonate the explosives and beam me off then.

XO_Taylor says:
COM: CO: Captain, we are ready to beam you back when you are.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::takes his PADD and begins calculations::

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: We can enter at your command sir. All systems are ready.

XO_Taylor says:
COM: CO: Acknowledged.

CTO_Hunter says:
FCO: On the XO’s order.

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: XO: Time to wormhole?

FCO_Adams says:
CTO: Aye sir.

CMO_Turok says:
::Exits his office and joins his staff, watching the screen over their heads.::

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: I want you to keep a perfect lock on the captain at all times.

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Time to wormhole?

CSO_MacLeod says:
*OPS* Lieutenant, I need the B'lha transponder codes, send them to cargo bay 4 station.

EO_On says:
::arrives to Cargo bay 4 and sees the CSO, waves at him:: CSO: What can I do for help?

CIV_Adrel says:
::sits at SCI 1::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Now sir... just give the word.

OPS_Shania says:
*CSO* Aye sir. ::sends the codes to Cargo bay 4::

CIV_Adrel says:
::Ensign Altsen moves to Sci 2::

TO_Sachs says:
::Exits the TL and goes to the CTO::  CTO: Any idea what happened?

XO_Taylor says:
COM: CO: As soon as you say so, sir.

CIV_Adrel says:
::scans the B'Lha::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: XO: Is Gryphon entering the wormhole?

CTO_Hunter says:
TO: No I do not.  But it’s a moot point.

CMO_Turok says:
<MO Press> CMO: I hope we're doing the right thing.

FCO_Adams says:
::takes the Gryphon to the wormhole and holds for the order to enter::

XO_Taylor says:
COM: CO: Entering the wormhole in 15 seconds from now, top.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees the EO arriving:: EO: We have to prepare this probes with anti-matter.  We must blow the B'lha with those babies, so lets get them ready.

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Enter in 10 seconds.

FCO_Adams says:
::watches Taylor for the order:: XO: Aye sir.

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Beam the captain off as soon as we start entering the wormhole.

CMO_Turok says:
MO Press: nuHlIj DawIvpu', vaj yISuv!

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: XO: Standby on my mark....


CSO_MacLeod says:
::checks the Cargo bay 4 station and notices the transponder codes are there:: *OPS* I got the codes, thank you lieutenant.  Did you get the spots yet?

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: On the Captain’s mark.

XO_Taylor says:
COM: CO: Understood.

TO_Sachs says:
::Goes to the consol beside the CTO and watches::

CIV_Adrel says:
::keeps monitoring the device and the B’lha::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Aye sir. *CSO* I've calculated the best spots to hit the ship. I’m sending them down to you now. ::hits a few buttons::

EO_On says:
CSO: Aye, Sir. ::starts to work with the probes preparing them to blow up on time::

CMO_Turok says:
<MO Press> ::Nods and watches the screen::

FCO_Adams says:
::counts silently in her head:: Self: 10...9....8....7.....6.......5....::Pauses:: XO: Aye holding position.

OPS_Shania says:
::waits for CO's signal::

Host CO_OMallory says:
$COM: XO: Energize! ::sets off explosives on B'lha::

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Do it!

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Enter now!

CSO_MacLeod says:
*OPS* Understood.  I'm receiving it now... ::checks the spots:: Good job, lieutenant. ::downloads it to his PADD::

OPS_Shania says:
::beams the CO back to the Gryphon::

Host Tim says:
$ACTION: CO IS BEAMED TO GRYPHON AS IT ENTERS WORMHOLE

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye, entering the wormhole....

FCO_Adams says:
::takes the ship in:: All: Hold on, it will be a rough ride!

Host CO_OMallory says:
::arrives in TR in one piece::  TR Chief: Good job.

XO_Taylor says:
ALL: This is it!

Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON IS TOSSED AROUND; LIGHTS FLICKER OFF AND ON

CSO_MacLeod says:
EO: Okay, I'll program the probes with the B'lha transponder codes...  no shield will hold it out. ::smiles and begins programming::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::exits TR to TL::  Bridge.

OPS_Shania says:
::holds on to her console::

XO_Taylor says:
::Tries to get to his chair::

TO_Sachs says:
::Holds on to her console::

FCO_Adams says:
::grabs the side of her console to prevent being thrown to the floor::

CIV_Adrel says:
::holds on and checks her scans::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::holds on the console:: EO: We should be entering the wormhole now!  Let's do it faster!

CMO_Turok says:
::Staggers and supports a nurse as the ships bucks::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::Sees lights flickering::

EO_On says:
CSO: Okay, Sir. ::starts to work faster::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::arrives on Bridge::  XO: Report.


CTO_Hunter says:
::Feels the ship shake::

FCO_Adams says:
::takes a power reading::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: We are in the wormhole as we speak...

TO_Sachs says:
::Watches as the CO walks on the bridge::

CTO_Hunter says:
::loses his grip and gets slammed to the deck::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::programs with difficulty the first and second probes to the coordinates sent by OPS::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Steady as she goes.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Trying sir.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON EXITS WORMHOLE NEXT TO B'LHA AND TWO JEM'HADAR ESCORTS

CSO_MacLeod says:
::finishes with third and fourth probes:: EO: Done!  How about you?

OPS_Shania says:
::tries to stabilize power flow on the ship::

CMO_Turok says:
::Leans forward and watches intently as the screen clears showing the three enemy vessels.  His fingers start to crack the seat back he is leaning on.::

CTO_Hunter says:
::not moving::

EO_On says:
CSO: I am done, too. ::rubs his head::

FCO_Adams says:
::sees the B'lha and a fighter and turns the Gryphon away from them to avoid a collision::

CIV_Adrel says:
::sits back properly:: XO: Scanning the B'Lha and the ships.

TO_Sachs says:
::Sees Hunter go down, and takes over Tac:: Self: I hope he's ok...

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Proceed with next phase of plan.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, we're clear of the wormhole.

CSO_MacLeod says:
EO: Great, take your teams to get them ready to launch, I'll be back to the bridge.  You may return to ME, I think you'll be needed in there.  Thank you lieutenant. ::turns and heads to TL::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEM'HADAR SHIPS SWING TOWARD GRYPHON; SHIELDS UP WEAPONS HOT

CTO_Hunter says:
::laying on the deck unmoving...and of course unable to carry out the captains orders::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Battle stations.

CSO_MacLeod says:
*CTO* The probes are ready!

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Pattern Delta.

TO_Sachs says:
::Brings weapons up,::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::enters TL:: Bridge.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Scans reveal that the Jem’hadar have loaded weapons.

TO_Sachs says:
CO: CTO is down..

EO_On says:
CSO: Well, bye bye for now. ::sees the CSO leaving as he also::

CIV_Adrel says:
::keeps scanning the ships::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Evasive Delta aye. ::taps the console::

EO_On says:
::leaves Cargo bay 4 to ME::


XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Evasive maneuvers.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Already on it Commander.

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Try to translate the COMM traffic.

OPS_Shania says:
*CMO* We need medical assistance on the bridge, the CTO is hurt. Please send a team up at once.

CTO_Hunter says:
::still on the deck...only motion is an extremely sallow breathing only noticeable if begining watched for a period of time::

FCO_Adams says:
::takes the ship through the maneuver swiftly::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Working on it...

CMO_Turok says:
*OPS* Understood.

CMO_Turok says:
::Grabs a medkit and motions for a nurse to follow::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on the bridge, sees the CO and XO are back::

Host CO_OMallory says:
TO: Fire at will.

EO_On says:
::arrives to ME and takes command::

CMO_Turok says:
::Runs out the door, wondering why the Gryphon didn't fire::

Host CO_OMallory says:
TO: Take out the Je’hadar.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, we have taken a position between the fighter and the Breen ship.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Station, Mauro.

TO_Sachs says:
::Watching the treat board, hears the CO and fires::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Sir!  Good to have you back, sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
::still not moving::

TO_Sachs says:
::Targets the Jem’hadar ship::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods to XO and heads to SCI::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: My scans reveal that the device is active on the B’lha.

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Understood.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEM'HADAR FIGHTER IS HIT; CRUISER MANUEVERS TO GET BETTER FIRING SOLUTION

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks around:: All:  Where is Commander Hunter?

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: Unconscious over there. ::points::

Host CO_OMallory says:
TO: Take them out.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::looks where OPS pointed:: Self: Oh boy...

CTO_Hunter says:
::still not moving::

FCO_Adams says:
::brings the Gryphon around again to face the cruiser::

TO_Sachs says:
::Keeps firing at the Jem’hadar, hoping to at less take one out::

OPS_Shania says:
::makes sure shields are stable::

CMO_Turok says:
::Arrives on the bridge and rushes to the Tactical station and the prone CTO::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees the CIV and nods: CIV: I'll have SCI 1. ::smiles::...  Where are we now?


XO_Taylor says:
::Receives many reports from all around the vessel, looks at the relevant information (or at least tries to).::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEM'HADAR CRUISER FIRES DISRUPTOR; MINOR SHIELD DAMAGE TO GRYPHON

CTO_Hunter says:
::has a sallow breathing, but otherwise unmoving::

TO_Sachs says:
::Tries aiming for the Jem’hadar's weapons::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Okay... ::moves to sci 2 when the Ensign moves::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: I scanned the ships. The device is active on the B’lha.

EO_On says:
::starts to balance power because a slight damage of the shields::

FCO_Adams says:
::grabs the console as the shields are hit:: Self: Oh no you don't! ::moves the ship around again::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV: I see.... back to the first opening.  Good job, commander, the device worked at all.

TO_Sachs says:
::Keeps going for the fighter::

CMO_Turok says:
::Scans the CTO, glancing up at the screen with concern::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::scans the cruiser for weakness::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Yep it did. Good thing. The CEO did a great job as well.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Status of device?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEM'HADAR CRUISER TRIES TO GET BETWEEN GRYPHON AND B'LHA

CMO_Turok says:
::Bites his lip to keep from shouting instructions.  Slings the CTO over his shoulder instead::


TO_Sachs says:
::sees that the fighters weapons are down, and changes the target to the cruiser::

OPS_Shania says:
::looks worried at the CMO working on Kert::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Don't let them get between us, lieutenant.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Still active, sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
::unmoving as the CMO slings him over his shoulders::

TO_Sachs says:
CSO: You have anything on them I can use, weakness?

FCO_Adams says:
::moves in closer to the B'lha blocking the cruiser's path::

CMO_Turok says:
::Walks off the bridge and into the TL::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Don't worry sir, they won't.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::checking on the cruiser:: TO: The fighter's weapons are down...  stand by

CTO_Hunter says:
::head bounces off the far TL wall as CMO enters the TL::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEM'HADAR CRUISER SHIELD NOW 47%; GRYPHON'S 89%

CSO_MacLeod says:
TO: Try aiming the cruiser engineering sector...  I'll send you the coordinates. ::taps and sends it to TAC console::

FCO_Adams says:
::keeps the B'lha between the Gryphon and the Jem`Hadar ship::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: I will keep my eye on the B'lha.

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Shields are holding at 89%.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Good to hear.


CSO_MacLeod says:
CO:  The cruiser has shields at 47%.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: What's the plan?

OPS_Shania says:
::tilts her head at the CO's comment::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Okay. ::nods::

TO_Sachs says:
::Gets the CSO coordinates and programs it in to the console:: Self: here we go.. ::Aims at the engineering section of the cruiser::

FCO_Adams says:
::listens to Taylor and thinks we have a plan?::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: WE need to get back on the B'lha again to use the device, don't we?  How long will it take to reprogram it?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CRUISER HIT AT ENGINEERING SECTION; DEAD IN SPACE.

CMO_Turok says:
::Arrives at sickbay and lays the CTO down on a bed, where the nurse begins treatment::

CIV_Adrel says:
::hears the CO:: CO/CSO: With the CEO's notes and the fact we know how to make it work, it should take long.

CTO_Hunter says:
::lays motionless on the bio bed::

CIV_Adrel says:
::takes the PADD and checks the B'lha codes::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: That is correct, sir.  Since we have all the codes, it should not take too long, but I can't say how long to reprogram it.  Commander Adrel has the experience with the device.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Prepare to order the B'lha to lower her shields using the codes I brought back from the previous trip

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: I just though of it... I can make the B'lha shields stay down. ::smiles::


CMO_Turok says:
<Nurse> CMO: I show no fracture, no internal bleeding...::looks for approval::

TO_Sachs says:
::Keeps an eye on the fighter::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Aye sir. ::hits some buttons::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO/CSO: Taking the B'lha shields down. ::enters the codes::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO/CIV: You are with me.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles::  CIV:  I know...

FCO_Adams says:
::stays close to the Breen ship almost hugging her hull::

CMO_Turok says:
Nurse: I concur.  Treat to reduce the swelling and give him something for pain, then wake him up.  He is needed on the bridge.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: How many people are on it? Breen or Jem’hadar?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Have an security team in TR1 ASAP.  WE are going over to take the ship...again.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::stands:: CO: Aye sir. ::looks at Jeremy Altsen as he assumes SCI 1::

CIV_Adrel says:
CO: Aye, sir. ::takes her PADD and follows the CO::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Understood.

CTO_Hunter says:
::still not moving::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: Checking sir... ::checks while Altsen takes SCI 1::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV/CSO: Type 2 phasers.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, I have the fighter in my sights, she's turning and heading straight for us.


XO_Taylor says:
::orders the security teams to report to TR1::

Host CO_OMallory says:
TO: Take out the fighter.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Just  Breen on B'lha... very few.

TO_Sachs says:
::Keeps a lock on the fighter::

TO_Sachs says:
CO: What?

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: You have the Bridge Number One

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Can you try to evade it?

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Altsen> CSO: The fighter has lost weapons and lower shields.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
TO: Take out their engines.  Prevent them from moving towards us.

TO_Sachs says:
CO: Understood… are you going alone again...sir?

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Negative sir, not if I'm to stay in the middle of the other two.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: The fighter has not weapons nor shields.

TO_Sachs says:
::Target the fighter’s engines and fires::

Host CO_OMallory says:
TO: You stay here to help with CTO down.  Security teams are with us

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: We don't need to be in the middle anymore, lieutenant.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: She's on a suicide course...

Host CO_OMallory says:
::exits Bridge to TL::  TR1

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO>::heads to the Transport room with a squad of men::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::follows the CO in TL::

CIV_Adrel says:
::follows the CO, with phaser and PADD in hands::

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO>*TO* Ensign Security team is in TR1.

CMO_Turok says:
::Hunter regains consciousness::

FCO_Adams says:
::tries to look for an alternate course::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Sir, Commander Hunter asked me to prepare the probes as I described in my report.  They are ready to launch, at your disposal.

XO_Taylor says:
TO: Can we disable the B'Lha's engines without destroying it?

TO_Sachs says:
*MCPO* Good, stay close to the captain, and don't let him stay there alone this time.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::arrives in TR1 and readies weapon::  ALL: Set for heavy stun.

TO_Sachs says:
::Fires the torpedo::

Host CO_OMallory says:
ALL: You all know what to do...

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Altsen> ::hears the XO question to TO:: XO: Sir, we have the B'lha codes, we can disable their engines.

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO>CO: AYE AYE SIR.  Sec: You heard the Captain maggots.

CIV_Adrel says:
::follows orders and nods at the CO::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: JEM'HADAR FIGHTER EXPLODES

TO_Sachs says:
XO: I will try.

FCO_Adams says:
::is beginning to feel like the jam in this peanut butter sandwich::

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO>*TO* Aye Aye Ensign Sachs.

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Get us out of her path, now.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Aye sir. ::nods and looks at Adrel:: CIV: Do you still have the notes with you?

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Yes I do! ::shows the PADD::

CTO_Hunter says:
<MCPO>::Steps on the pad::

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: You are in sickbay Commander.  You will be fine.

CTO_Hunter says:
::still not moving::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: How long before we hit her?

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* Are the shields on the B'lha down?

FCO_Adams says:
XO: She's gone. We got her!

TO_Sachs says:
*CMO* How is Mr. Hunter?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles:: CIV: I knew it... just to be sure. ::grins::

FCO_Adams says:
::turns to the TO and gives her a thumbs up::

TO_Sachs says:
::Waits for the CMO response::

Host CO_OMallory says:
TR Chief: Energize.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Altsen>  XO: Sir, we have the B'lha codes, we can disable their engines without shooting at her.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AWAY TEAM BEAMS TO B'LHA

CTO_Hunter says:
@<MCPO>::Finds him self on board the B'lha::

TO_Sachs says:
::Sees the FCO and smiles back::

CIV_Adrel says:
::grins back and waits to be beamed::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::materializes on B'lha::

CMO_Turok says:
::Sees the CTO slip into unconsciousness again.  Frowns::

CTO_Hunter says:
@<MCPO>::Scans left the scans right::

XO_Taylor says:
Altsen: Got it.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::materializes on B'Lha::

CMO_Turok says:
*TO* He is in good hands.  Attend to your duties.

XO_Taylor says:
Altsen: Are there any other vessels on LRS?

Host CO_OMallory says:
@All: Get moving...secure ship.

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Altsen> ::smiles at the XO and nods, scans the area::

CTO_Hunter says:
@<MCPO>Captain: AYE AYE SIR.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::looks around with phaser ready::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO: We are on our way to activate the device.

FCO_Adams says:
::holds the Gryphon steady next to the B`lha::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CIV: Show the way. ::smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
@<MCPO>::Nods to the other sec personal to fan out while he stays right next to the captain::

TO_Sachs says:
*CMO* Ok, understood..

OPS_Shania says:
::restores full power to the shields::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Altsen> XO: Negative, sir.  No other vessels.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::feels familiar::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::heads for Bridge::

XO_Taylor says:
Altsen: Best news I've got in days. ::smiles::

CIV_Adrel says:
@CO: The device is on deck 7.

FCO_Adams says:
::leans over to Shania:: OPS: He's too hardheaded to die. ::smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
@<MCPO>::follows the captain to the bridge like a shadow::

CSO_MacLeod says:
<Altsen> XO: I hope it keep this way, sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@CIV: Get going and good luck.

OPS_Shania says:
::looks up from her console:: FCO: Excuse me?

CIV_Adrel says:
@CO: Good luck to you too sir.

XO_Taylor says:
Altsen: So do I.

CIV_Adrel says:
@CSO: Deck 7 is the place to be.

TO_Sachs says:
::Hopes the security team does a better job then she did::

CMO_Turok says:
::Starts more intensive scans::

FCO_Adams says:
OPS: Hunter silly. He'll be fine.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CIV: Let's go. ::begins walking::

CTO_Hunter says:
::begins to stir slightly::

OPS_Shania says:
FCO: Oh. Yes I hope so.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::moves through corridors quietly and with nerves at the ready::

CIV_Adrel says:
@::walks phaser in hand, hides her PADD::

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles again and turns back to her console::

CTO_Hunter says:
@<MCPO>::right beside the Captain... sticking to him like glue::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::picks up his phaser and checks on his tricorder for life forms::

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause mission>>>
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